
Lecture on 1-8 SA305 Spring 2014

1 Introduction to optimization modeling

It is natural to start immediately with an example.

Example 1.1. A defense contractor, call it Hosers-R-US, is building two kinds of ships: high
speed river ships and open water cruising ships. River ships take 2 months to build and require 3
tons of aluminum and 5 tons of steel. Cruising ships take 4 months to build and require 1 ton of
aluminum and 5 tons of steel. River ships sell for 2 million a piece while cruising ships sell for 3
million. If Hosers-R-US gets 15 tons of aluminum and 35 tons of steel for a two year period then
how many of each ship should they make in a two year period to maximize profit?

First we create a model:
Step 1: Identify variables.
Let R=number of river boats made
and C=number of cruiser boats made.
These are called decision variables because their values are what we are looking for.

The other data in the problem, amount of steel, time, etc, are called input parameters and
these are fixed usually.

Now we need to set up equations that represent our manufacturing, time, etc restrictions given.
These equations are called the constraints of the problem. One type of constraint that occurs
very often in OR problems is variable bounds, that is where each variable itself satisfies some
equality. In this case it is that

R,C ≥ 0

and this is called nonnegativity.

There is another thing to note here about variables. In these some cases variables can only take
on integer values, these are called discrete variables, and in some cases variables can take on
fractional values, these are called continuous variables.

Step 2: write down other constraints.
We have more constraints in the problem. These are called general constraints. In the problem
we know that

(number of tons of aluminum used) ≤ 15

and
(number of tons of steel used) ≤ 35.

Translating these to math inequalities using our variables we get

3R + C ≤ 15
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and
5R + 5C ≤ 35.

We also have the restriction of time:

(total amount of months spent building boats) ≤ 24

which translates to
2R + 4C ≤ 24.

These are all our constraints.

Step 3: create objective function
Now to the most important part. We want to maximize profit. We need to create a function that
gives our profit as a function of the number of each kind of boat we make. Well again this is easy

(profit depending on how many river and cruise ships made) = P (R,C) = 2R + 3C.

This is called our objective function.

Finally let us collect all this math into one place it is our model.

max 2R + 3C
s.t. 3R + C ≤ 15

5R + 5C ≤ 35
2R + 4C ≤ 24

R,C ≥ 0

This is what is called a linear program. The idea is that any linear program is of this form

max (objective function)
s.t. (general constraints)

(variable bounds)

Step 4:Find an optimal solution using mathematics
Now let us solve the problem. In linear programming it is usual to say that any collection of values
for the decision variables is called a solution. However to find solutions that are useful we want
them to also satisfy the constraints and these types of solutions are called feasible solutions.
Since there are only two decision variables we can easily draw the region where are the constraints
are satisfied. This is called the feasible region.
Now we want to find the best solution for our problem. That is one that gives use the most profit
and is still feasible. This is called an optimal solution. The profit that we get with this solution
is called the optimum value; it is the value of the objective function at the optimum solution.
To find this optimal solution is not always obvious and this is the subject matter of this course.
However in this case with our plot of the feasible region in 2 dimensions we can actually do
graphically.
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Since we are trying to maximize 2R + 3C we can draw contour lines for this function:
2R + 3C = k where k ranges from zero upwards. This gives us lines that increase in the
direction of the NORMAL VECTOR to the lines 2R + 3C = k. When doing this we
clearly see that R = 2 and C = 5 and then the profit is 17 million!

A few more notes for general problems: it is possible that after drawing all the constraints that
the feasible region was empty. This is called an infeasible problem. Another funny thing that
could happen is that there was that no matter what solution we found we could still find a better
one. This is what is called an unbounded problem.
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Key Ideas:
the definition of a linear program
graphical method to solve a linear program
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